We investigate the deformation theory of a class of generalized calibrations in Riemannian manifolds for which the tangent bundle has reduced structure group U (n), SU (n), G 2 and Spin(7). For this we use the property of the associated calibration form to be parallel with respect to a metric connection which may have non-vanishing torsion. In all these cases, we find that if there is a moduli space, then it is finite dimensional. We present various examples of generalized calibrations that include almost hermitian manifolds with structure group U (n) or SU (n), nearly parallel G 2 manifolds and group manifolds. We find that some Hopf fibrations are deformation families of generalized calibrations. In addition, we give sufficient conditions for a hermitian manifold (M, g, J) to admit Chern and Bismut connections with holonomy contained in SU (n). In particular we show that any connected sum of k ≥ 3 copies of S 3 × S 3 admits a hermitian structure for which the restricted holonomy of a Bismut connection is contained in SU (3).
Introduction
Riemannian manifolds with structure group a subgroup of an orthogonal group under mild topological assumptions admit a connection for which its reduced holonomy is a subgroup of the structure group. This connection is not necessarily the Levi-Civita connection but it may have non-vanishing torsion. The existence of such a connection with reduced holonomy a subgroup of an orthogonal group does not imply other geometric properties on a Riemannian manifold, like for example irreducibility. This is unlike the well-known case that involves the reduction of the holonomy group of the Levi-Civita connection which has led to Berger's classification list. Nevertheless the question arises as to whether the reduction of the structure group of a Riemannian manifold is related to some underlying geometric structure.
The aim of this paper is three-fold. First, we shall show that Riemannian manifolds which admit a metric connection with holonomy an appropriate subgroup of the orthogonal group may have submanifolds which are calibrated with respect to a generalized calibration. Second we shall investigate the moduli space of these calibrated submanifolds. Finally, we shall show the existence of a large class of hermitian manifolds with trivial canonical bundle which admit either a Chern or a Bismut connection which has reduced holonomy contained in SU (n). Our latter result can be though off as a generalization of the Calabi-Yau theorem in the context of hermitian manifolds which are not Kähler.
Generalized calibrations were introduced by Gutowski and Papadopoulos [17] and further investigated in [18] to describe the solitons of brane actions with a non-vanishing Wess-Zumino term. These solitons are certain submanifolds which minimize an energy functional and are associated with calibration forms. These forms, unlike the case of standard calibrations, are not closed. In what follows we shall use the term generalized calibration to refer to both the calibration form and the calibrated submanifold. The distinction between the two will be clear from the context.
In this paper, we shall demonstrate that generalized calibrations arise in the investigation of manifolds that admit a metric connection with possibly non-vanishing torsion which has holonomy an appropriate subgroup of the orthogonal group. Although, generalized calibrations can be investigated independently, their use in manifold theory becomes more transparent in the context of holonomy groups and in manifolds with reduced structure group. This is because for certain holonomy groups, like for example those that occur in Berger's list; U (n) (2n), SU (n) (2n), Sp(n) · Sp(1) (4n), Sp(n)(4n), G 2 (7) and Spin(7) (8), manifolds admit parallel calibration forms which however are not necessarily closed; in parenthesis we have denoted the real dimension of the associated manifolds. Such forms give rise to generalized calibrated submanifolds which are minima of the energy functional
where Z is a k-dimensional submanifold and ψ is a calibration form of degree k, dψ = 0. The submanifolds that minimize E are not necessarily minimal. We shall focus our investigation to the generalized calibrations associated with the holonomy groups U (n) (2n), SU (n) (2n), G 2 (7) and Spin(7) (8) . We shall show that in most of these cases, the differential system associated with the deformation of the above generalized calibrations is elliptic. So if the moduli space of a generalized calibration exists, then it is finite dimensional. We shall not investigate the obstruction theory; this will appear in another publication. We shall also compute the second variation of the energy functional. The differential systems that arise in the deformation of generalized calibrations will also be investigated for various classes of manifolds that admit connections with the above holonomy. We shall see that in some cases they become simplified. We shall also give a large number of generalized calibrations as submanifolds of group manifolds, complex manifolds and homogeneous spaces. In particular, we shall show that some Hopf fibrations are families of generalized calibrations.
In the second part of the paper we shall focus on hermitian manifolds with vanishing first Chern Class. This is because they are a generalization of Calabi-Yau manifolds. Recently such manifolds have found applications in the investigation of Reid's conjecture and of mirror symmetry. This conjecture can be stated as follows: Let X be a three-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold and suppose that X can be blown down along a rational curve to a possibly singular manifold Y 1 . Such singularities of Calabi-Yau manifolds can be removed by a small deformation. LetỸ 1 be the smooth deformation of Y . Now Y 1 has trivial canonical bundle and b 2 (Ỹ 1 ) = b 2 (X) − 1. Continuing this procedure, we shall end up with a smooth manifoldX with trivial canonical bundle and b 2 (X) = 0. SoX cannot be Kähler. The conjecture is that if X and Z are Calabi-Yau manifolds with b 3 (X) = b 3 (Z), thenZ is in the same deformation class ofX.
The canonical bundle of a hermitian manifold can be topologically but not holomorphically trivial. For the definition of the former we take that the first Chern class vanishes. For the definition of the latter, we take that the canonical bundle admits a nowhere vanishing holomorphic section. We remark that there are canonical bundles which are topologically but not holomorphically trivial, such as the canonical bundle of SU (3). It was discovered recently by Hitchin [20] that complex three-folds with holomorphically trivial canonical bundle appear as critical points of a certain diffeomorphism invariant functional on the space of differential three-forms on a closed six-dimensional manifold.
There are several connections on hermitian manifolds compatible with both the hermitian metric and complex structure which coincide with the Levi-Civita connection in the Kähler case. Amongst these connections the Chern connection is the unique connection for which the torsion 2-form is of type (2,0)+(0,2), and the Bismut connection for which the torsion is a three form. The latter connection was used by Bismut [5] to prove a local index formula for the Dolbeault operator when the manifold is not Kähler; vanishing theorems for the Dolbeault cohomology on a compact Hermitian non-Kähler manifold were found [3, 21, 22] . For other applications of the Bismut connection see [33, 21, 22] . In particular in [22] obstructions have been found to the Hodge numbers h 0,1 , h 0,n for hermitian manifolds whose Bismut connection has reduced holonomy contained in SU (3).
Given a hermitian manifold (M, g, J) with vanishing first Chern class, we give some sufficient conditions for (M, g, J) to admit a Chern or a Bismut connection with restricted holonomy contained in SU (n). The main tool that we shall use for the investigation of hermitian manifolds with trivial canonical bundle is the ∂∂-lemma. This lemma is valid for any compact Kähler manifold but there are non-Kähler spaces satisfying the ∂∂-lemma. A result of Deligne states that any Moishezon manifold is cohomologically Kähler and therefore it satisfies the ∂∂-lemma. The ∂∂-lemma also holds for any compact non-Kähler 3-fold with holomorphically trivial canonical bundle which is diffeomorphic to connected sums of k ≥ 2-copies of S 3 × S 3 [28] . One of our main goals is to prove the following Theorem 1 On a connected sum of k ≥ 2-copies of S 3 × S 3 there exists a hermitian structure with restricted holonomy of the Bismut connection contained in SU (3).
The celebrated Yau's solution of the Calabi conjecture [35] states that on a 2n-dimensional compact complex manifold with vanishing first Chern class of Kähler type there exists a Kähler metric with restricted holonomy contained in SU(n) (Ricci flat Kähler metric). For non-Kähler manifolds, it appears that the following holds:
Conjecture 1 On any 2n-dimensional compact complex manifold with vanishing first Chern class there exists a hermitian structure with restricted holonomy of the Bismut connection contained in SU(n).
Clearly this statement is true for connected sums of k ≥ 2-copies of S 3 × S 3 in view of Theorem 1. It is also true for Moishezon manifolds and for compact complex manifolds with vanishing first Chern class which are cohomologically Kähler as we demonstrate in sections 17 and 18 below. This paper has been organized as follows: In sections two and three, we give the definition of generalized calibrations and introduce the energy functional. In section four, we compute the second variation of the energy functional and demonstrate the relation between generalized calibrations and reduced holonomy. In section five, we examine the deformations of a class of almost hermitian calibrations. In section six, we derive the deformation equations of SAS calibrations and in section seven, we explore them in various special cases. In section eight, we give many examples of SAS calibrations and deformation families. In section nine, we give the deformation equations of generalized co-associative calibrations. In section ten, we give the deformation equations of generalized associative calibrations. In section eleven, we investigate the deformation equations of generalized associative and co-associative calibrations in various manifolds with special G 2 structures. In section twelve, we give many examples of associative and co-associative calibrations that include various deformation families. Some Hopf fibrations are such deformation families. In section thirteen, we give the deformation equations of generalized Cayley calibrations and in section fourteen we give a group manifold example. In section fifteen, we summarize some useful formulae for hermitian manifolds. In section sixteen, we investigate the existence of Chern connections with holonomy SU (n) on hermitian manifolds with trivial canonical bundles and in section seventeen we investigate the existence of Bismut connections with holonomy SU (n) on hermitian manifolds with trivial canonical bundles. In section eighteen, we give the proof of theorem one and in section nineteen, we give examples of manifolds with the holonomy of Bismut connection contained in SU (3).
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Generalized calibrations and relative de Rham Cohomology
Here we shall describe some of the main properties of generalized calibrations using relative de Rham cohomology. Generalized calibrations were defined in [17] in the context of understanding the solitons of brane actions with a Wess-Zumino term. In manifold theory, these solitons are certain submanifolds of a manifold which admits an appropriate form. These submanifolds are not minimal but they are the minima of a certain energy functional. We begin with a definition of generalized calibrations and in particular of the energy functional.
Definition
A generalized calibration of degree k is a k-form φ on an oriented manifold M which satisfies at every point p the inequality φ(ξ)| p ≤ 1 for every oriented k-plane ξ in T p M .
For standard calibrations it is assumed in addition that φ is closed, dφ = 0. This is not the case here.
The contact set C p (φ) at a point p ∈ M of a calibration φ is
For calibrations of interest the contact sets are not empty.
Generalized calibrated submanifolds X of M are those for which φ(T p X) = 1 at every p ∈ X.
In what follows we shall refer to both φ and X as "generalized calibrations" of M . The distinction between the two will be clear from the context.
Generalized calibrations minimize a family of functionals [17] . Here we shall repeat the analysis using relative homology and relative de Rham cohomology. Let M be a manifold and N a submanifold of M with dimN ≥ k. Suppose that (α, β) is a pair of forms such that α ∈ Ω k+1 (M ) and β ∈ Ω k (N ). In addition assume that β is a calibration. Next suppose that K is a submanifold of N . Take an open ball D ⊂ K and consider the functional
where L is a submanifold of M such that ∂L = D + Y . We shall refer to E as the energy of D.
We shall show that the functional E is minimized whenever D ⊂ X and X is a calibrated submanifold of N . However before we proceed to show this consider D 1 and D 2 two open balls in N such that ∂D 1 = ∂D 2 . Then we have
where ∂L 2 = Y + D 2 and S = D 1 − D 2 is the sphere in N which can be constructed by gluing the discs D 1 and D 2 along the common boundary taking into account their relative orientations. In addition Z is obtained by gluing L 1 and L 2 along Y and so it has boundary
So Z is a cycle in M relative to the submanifold N and Z ∈ H k+1 (M, N ). Now suppose that (α, β) represents a trivial class in the relative de Rham cohomology H k+1 dR (M, N ). Recall that the cohomology operator d in relative de Rham cohomology is defined as d(α, β) = (dα, α| N − dβ). Therefore [(α, β)] is a trivial class iff α is exact, α = dγ, which implies that d(γ| N − β) = 0, and γ| N − β is an exact form in N , γ| N − β = dζ. In such a case, we have
and so
Proof: Let X be a calibrated submanifold of N and D 1 a disc in X. Then we have
The first equality follows from the definition of the functional. The second equality follows from the assumption that X is calibrated. The third equality follows because the class (α, β) is trivial in H k+1 dR (M, N ). Finally the inequality follows from the definition of generalized calibration.
Q.E.D. Next we shall investigate some of the properties of the functional (2.3). In particular we have the following:
The first equality follows from the definition. The second equality follows from Stoke's theorem because α is exact and so α = dγ. The third equality also follows for the same reason as the second, and the last follows from the definition of the functional E. Q.E.D.
Special Cases
A special case of interest is whenever the generalized calibration form β is defined as a generalized calibration on M . For (α, β) to be a trivial class, α = dγ, α = dβ and γ − β = dζ must be an exact form in M . In such a case the functional E can be written as
If X is a compact calibrated submanifold of M with boundary ∂X, then
In particular if X is closed, then E(X) = 0. Since E(Z) > 0 if Z is a closed but not calibrated submanifold of M , calibrated closed submanifolds of M are global minima of E. Another special case to consider is whenever α = dγ, and we choose γ = β. This is the case which we shall focus on later. The functional E in this case is
It is worth adapting the main theorem of generalized calibrations to this case. In particular we have the following:
Theorem 4 Let β be a generalized calibration in M ; then calibrated submanifolds X of M minimize the functional E in (3.11) .
The equalities are obvious. The inequality follows from the defining property of the calibration form.
Q.E.D. The energy (3.11) vanishes when evaluated at every calibrated submanifold X of M . In addition E(Z) > 0 if Z is not calibrated and therefore calibrated submanifolds are global minima of E. From now on, we shall focus on the calibrated submanifolds which are the minima of the functional (3.11). Here we compute the second variation of the energy functional evaluated on a calibrated submanifold. Suppose X is a calibrated submanifold of M with respect to a generalized calibration φ, and let X(t) be a 1-parameter family of submanifolds of M with X(0) = X. In addition let dvol(t) ≡ dvol(X(t)) be the volume form of X(t), and φ(t) be the restriction of the calibration form on X(t). Since dvol(t) and φ(t) are top forms on X(t), we have φ(t) = λ(t)dvol(t) for some function λ(t) where λ(0) = 1. This condition follows because the volume form of a calibrated submanifold is equal to the calibration form. Setting E(t) = E(X(t)), we have that the energy functional (3.11) is
Remark 2
Thus X λ(t)dvol(t) − φ(t) is independent of t. Differentiating the energy functional twice and evaluating at t = 0, we obtain
where we have used λ(0) = 1 and (4.14). To proceed with the computation of the second variation of the energy functional, we shall show that d dt λ(t)| t=0 = 0. This a consequence of the calibration bound. In particular we have the following:
Evaluating this on an appropriately oriented orthonormal basis and using the calibration bound, we find that λ(t) ≤ 1. Since λ(0) = 1 is a maximum, we have d dt λ(t)| t=0 = 0. To conclude, the second variation of the energy is
As in the case of standard calibrations, the second variation of the energy can be computed in terms of the normal vector field V . The proof is similar to that given in [29] . The result is summarized in the following theorem: 
Special holonomy and generalized calibrations
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold which admits a metric connection ∇ with possibly nonvanishing torsion and holonomy contained in one of the groups U (n) (2n), SU (n) (2n), Sp(n) (4n), Sp(1) · Sp(n) (4n), G 2 (7) and Spin(7) (8); the entry in (·) is the real dimension of M . Manifolds with such holonomy admit generalized calibration forms. These are forms parallel with respect to the connection ∇. In what follows we shall not investigate all cases. Rather we shall focus on Riemannian manifolds (M, g) which admit a metric connection ∇ with possibly non-vanishing torsion and holonomy U (n) (2n), SU (n) (2n), G 2 (7) and Spin(7) (8). The general theory of deformations of generalized calibrations will be developed without further assumptions. However in many examples that we shall present later, we shall require that (M, g) satisfies some additional geometric conditions in addition to those that are a consequence of the reduction of the structure group of T M . These will simplify some aspects of the deformation theory of generalized calibrations and in particular the deformation equations. In particular we shall consider the following cases:
Suppose that a Riemannian manifold (M, g) (dim M = 2n) is equipped with a metric connection ∇ whose holonomy is contained in U (n). Then M admits an almost complex structure J, J 2 = −1, which is parallel with respect to ∇ and the metric g is hermitian with respect to J, g(JX, JY ) = g(X, Y ) for X, Y vector fields on M . Therefore (M, g, J) is an almost hermitian manifold with compatible connection ∇. Conversely, let (M, J, g) be an almost hermitian manifold, then (M, J, g) admits a connection ∇ with holonomy contained in U (n). Such a connection ∇ can be constructed from the Levi-Civita connection ∇ g of g as 19) where X, Y are vector fields on M . It is straightforward to verify that g and J are ∇-parallel, ∇g = ∇J = 0. Note that any almost hermitian manifold (M, g, J) has a Kähler form Ω(X, Y ) = g(X, JY ). Ω is ∇-parallel but it is not closed, dΩ = 0. Proof: To show this, we shall demonstrate the above statement at a neighbourhood U of a point p ∈ M . Then because φ k is parallel, it will hold everywhere in M . We remark that there is a neighbourhood of a point p ∈ M and a local frame {e a , ǫā; a = 1, . . . , n}, (eā =(e a )), of (M, g, J) such that the metric and Kähler form can be written as
δ ab e a ∧ eb . (4.20) Observe that in such a frame the metric and Kähler form take the standard form of a Euclidean metric and (almost) complex structure on R 2n = C n . It follows that φ k are calibrations from
Wirtinger's inequality on R 2n . From the same inequality it follows that the contact set consists of the complex k-planes in R 2n = C n . All the planes of the contact set can be constructed by acting with U (n) on the k-plane
Q.E.D. The calibrated submanifolds X are almost hermitian submanifolds of (M, g, J). Both the metric and almost complex structure on X are induced from those on M ; the almost complex structure on X is induced from that on M because at every point p ∈ X, the holomorphic subspace of T p X ⊗ C is identified with a complex k-plane of the contact set at p. Observe that the dimension of the contact set at every point is 2k(n − 1). We shall refer to these generalized calibrations as almost hermitian calibrations. These results can be summarized as follows:
The almost hermitian calibrations of degree 2k of an almost hermitian manifold (M, g, J) are almost hermitian submanifolds of real dimension 2k.
Suppose that (M, g, J) is a hermitian manifold, i.e. the almost complex structure J is integrable. It is known that such manifolds admit various connections ∇ with non-vanishing torsion such that ∇g = ∇J = 0. Because of this the holonomy of all such connections ∇ is contained in U (n). Again the forms φ k = 1 k! Ω k are generalized calibrations. The contact set at every point of M is Gr(k, C n ). The proof is identical to the one given above for the almost hermitian manifolds. In this case, the calibrated submanifolds X are hermitian submanifolds of (M, g, J). In particular, they are complex submanifolds. To show this observe that the Nijenhuis tensor of X vanishes because the complex structure J of M is integrable. Such calibrations have been called hermitian calibrations in [17] . These results can be summarized as follows:
Corollary 2 The hermitian calibrations of degree 2k of a hermitian manifold (M, g, J) are hermitian submanifolds of real dimension 2k.
Holonomy SU (n) Suppose that a Riemannian manifold (M, g) (dim M = 2n) admits a metric connection ∇ whose holonomy is contained in SU (n). In such a case (M, g) admits an almost complex structure J such that (M, g, J) is an almost hermitian manifold equipped with a (n,0)-form ψ such that ∇g = ∇J = ∇ψ = 0. Compatibility of these conditions requires that the form ψ is appropriately normalized. In particular
whereψ is the associated (0, n) form and dvol is the volume form of M with respect to the metric g.
Conversely, let (M, g, J) be an almost hermitian manifold with topologically trivial canonical bundle, then there is a connection ∇ which has holonomy contained in SU (n). To see this, observe that (M, g, J) admits a no-where vanishing (n,0)-form ψ but in general ψ ∧ψ will not be related to the volume form of M as in (4.22) . In general, we have
for some nowhere vanishing real-valued function f of M , whereψ is the associated (0, n) form. Now there are two possibilities to consider. First, define χ = f −1 ψ. Observe that χ is again a nowhere vanishing section of the canonical bundle and it is normalized as in (4.22) . In such case, one can show that the connection
has holonomy contained in SU (n), i.e. g, J and χ are all ∇-parallel, where ∇ g,J is a connection with holonomy contained in U (n), ∇ g,J g = ∇ g,J J = 0, such as the one given in (4.19). Alternatively, observe that f is either a positive or negative function. So without loss of generality we can take f to be positive because if it is negative we can take |f |. Next define a new metric h on M by h = f 2 n g. Then observe that (M, h, J) is again a hermitian manifold and the (n,0)-form ψ is normalized as in (4.22) with respect to the new metric h. In such a case, one can show that the connection
has holonomy contained in SU (n), ie h, J and ψ are all ∇-parallel, where ∇ h,J is a connection with holonomy contained in U (n), ∇ h,J h = ∇ h,J J = 0, such as the one given in (4.19) but constructed using the Levi-Civita connection of the metric h. Proposition 2 Let (M, g, J) be an almost hermitian manifold, dimM = 2n, with trivial canonical bundle and associated parallel (n,0)-form ψ. The form φ = Re(ψ) is a generalized calibration of degree n. The contact set C p at every point of (M, g, J) is SU (n)/SO(n).
Proof: As in the case of almost hermitian calibrations, we shall prove the proposition in a neighbourhood U of a point p ∈ M . In such a neighbourhood, there is a local frame {e a , e
Again in this frame the metric, Kähler form and (n,0)-form take the standard form of those in R 2n . These are precisely the data of a SLAG calibration in R 2n . Therefore it follows that φ is a generalized calibration from the results of Harvey and Lawson as they apply for Special Lagrangian (SLAG) calibrations. Similarly, it follows that the contact set at every point p ∈ M is SU (n)/SO(n). All the calibrated planes can be constructed by acting with SU (n) on the standard plane
(4.27)
Q.E.D. Such generalized calibrations have been called Special Almost Symplectic or SAS for short [17] . The SAS calibrations are real middle dimension submanifolds of (M, g, J). We remark that if Reψ is a SAS calibration, then Re(e iθ ψ) is also a SAS calibration, where θ is a constant angle. So if (M, g, J) is an almost hermitian manifold with a compatible connection which has holonomy contained in SU (n), then M admits two types of generalized calibrations with calibrated submanifolds; the almost hermitian and the SAS. This is reminiscent of Calabi-Yau manifolds which have two types of calibrated submanifolds the Kähler and SLAG.
A special case that we shall investigate later is that in which (M, g, J) is a hermitian manifold which admits a compatible connection ∇ with holonomy contained in SU (n). Again these manifolds admit two types of calibrations; the hermitian and the SAS. The contact set of SAS calibrations is SU (n)/SO(n) at every point of M .
The above results are summarized as follows:
J) be an (almost) hermitian manifold with trivial canonical bundle. Then (M, g, J) admits (almost) hermitian and SAS calibrations.
Another class of hermitian manifolds (M, g, J) are those for which the canonical bundle is holomorphically trivial. Connections on such manifolds will be investigated in the second part of this paper. Such manifolds admit a holomorphic (n, 0)-form ψ. Thus ψ is closed, dψ = 0, but ψ is not always normalized as in (4.22) . In such a case, as we have explained, we can either rescale the form ψ or we can rescale the metric g. In particular we can rescale the metric g as h = f 2 n g so that ψ becomes a calibration form, where f is given in (4.23). Since ψ remains closed, the associated calibrated submanifolds are SLAGs and therefore minimal with respect to h. Alternatively as we have seen, one can rescale the holomorphic (n, 0)-form ψ as χ = f −1 ψ where f is given in (4.23) . In this case, the rescaled form χ is a calibration but it is not closed. The associated calibrated submanifolds are SAS with respect to the original metric g.
Another special case that has recently been investigated is that of Kähler manifolds (M, g, J) with trivial canonical bundle for which the metric g is not a Calabi-Yau metric. Such manifolds have been called almost Calabi-Yau and have been studied in the context of mirror symmetry (see [24] ). Note that as a consequence of the Calabi-Yau theorem, compact almost Calabi-Yau manifolds always admit a Calabi-Yau metric. Compact almost Calabi-Yau manifolds admit a holomorphic (n, 0) form ψ, which is therefore closed (dψ = 0), but not necessarily parallel with respect to a hermitian connection because it does not satisfy the normalization condition (4.22). The strategy adopted in this case is to conformally rescale the metric g, as in the case of hermitian manifolds with holomorphically trivial canonical bundle above, so that ψ remains closed, and the associated calibrated submanifolds are Special Lagrangian and therefore minimal with respect to the rescaled metric. Alternatively as we have seen, one can rescale the holomorphic (n, 0)-form ψ. The associated calibrated submanifolds are SAS with respect to the original metric g.
In the case that (M, g, J) is Calabi-Yau, then the hermitian calibrations become the standard Kähler calibrations while the SAS calibrations become the standard SLAG calibrations.
equipped with a metric connection ∇ whose holonomy is contained in G 2 admits a ∇-parallel three-form ψ and a ∇-parallel four-form * ψ which is the dual of ψ. As we shall show these forms ψ and * ψ are generalized associative and generalized co-associative calibrations, respectively.
Conversely, let (M, g, ψ) be a Riemannian manifold which admits a three-form ψ that satisfies the algebraic conditions of a G 2 invariant structure (such a three-form is stable in the terminology of [20] ), then there is a connection ∇ which has holonomy G 2 . This connection can be expressed in terms of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ g of g and the form ψ as
where Y is a vector field.
The forms ψ and * ψ are generalized calibrations of degree three and four, respectively. In both cases the contact set at every point of M is G 2 /SO(4).
Proof: To show this, we remark that there is locally a frame {e A ; A = 1, . . . , 7} of (M, g, J) such that the metric and the ∇-parallel three-form ψ can be written as where e 12 = e 1 ∧ e 2 and similarly for the rest. Observe that in such a frame the metric g and parallel three-form ψ take the standard form of a Euclidean metric and G 2 -invariant three-form in R 7 . It follows that both ψ and * ψ are generalized calibrations from the results of Harvey and Lawson as they apply for associative and co-associative calibrations. It also follows that the contact set at every point of M is G 2 /SO(4). All the planes of the contact set can be constructed by acting with G 2 on the 3-plane 30) for generalized associative calibrations and on the 4-plane
for generalized co-associative calibrations.
There are many special cases of seven-dimensional Riemannian manifolds that admit connections whose holonomy is contained in G 2 . We shall present many of these cases when we investigate the deformation theory of generalized associative and co-associative calibrations.
Holonomy Spin (7) A Riemannian manifold (M, g) (dim M = 8) equipped with a metric connection ∇ whose holonomy is contained in Spin(7) admits a ∇-parallel self-dual four-form Φ. As we shall see, Φ is a generalized Cayley calibration.
Conversely, let (M, g, Φ) be a Riemannian manifold equipped with a self-dual four-form Φ which satisfies the algebraic conditions of a Spin(7) structure, then (M, g, Φ) admits a connection ∇ whose holonomy is contained in Spin(7). The connection ∇ can be expressed in terms of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ g of g as
be an eight-dimensional manifold with Spin(7) structure as above. The forms Φ is generalized calibration of degree four. In both cases the contact set at every point of M is Spin(7)/K, where
Proof: To show this, we remark that there is locally a frame {e A ; A = 1, . . . , 8} of (M, g, J) such that the metric and the ∇-parallel self-dual four-form Φ can be written as Observe that in such a frame the metric and parallel self-dual four-form take the standard form of a Euclidean metric and Spin (7)-invariant four-form in R 8 . It follows that Φ is a calibration from the results of Harvey and Lawson as they apply for the Cayley calibration. It also follows that the contact set at every point of M is Spin(7)/K, where
All the planes of the contact set can be constructed by acting with Spin(7) on the 4-plane
Q.E.D. It can be shown that given a self-dual four-form as in (4.33) , there is always a connection ∇ with torsion a three-form given in [23] which has holonomy contained in Spin(7). The torsion is
where θ = 1 7 * (δΦ ∧ Φ) is the Lee form of the manifold.
Useful Formulae
For the investigation of the deformation theory of generalized calibrations, we shall use some formulae which relate the Lie derivative of a form to a covariant derivative. Let χ be a k-form expressed as χ =
where
for vector fields X, Y . The Lie derivative of χ with respect to a vector field V = V A e A , (e A , e B ) = δ A B , is as follows:
where∇ is the unique connection associated with ∇ which has torsionT = −T . To summarize
So, if χ is ∇-parallel, ∇χ = 0, and
Another formula which we shall find useful is the Lie derivative of a vector-valued k-form
which may be written as
(4.42) So, if ξ is ∇-parallel, and X is some submanifold on which
These formulae are key in the investigation of the deformation theory of generalized calibrations.
Second variation of the energy functional revisited
The second variation of the energy functional is considerably simplified if we assume that the calibration form φ is ∇-parallel. In particular, suppose that X is a k-dimensional sub-manifold calibrated with respect to φ. Suppose we consider an adapted frame so that {e a : a = 1, . . . , k} are tangent to X and {e i : i = k + 1, . . . , dim(M)} are normal to X, and we take φ ia1...a k−1 | t=0 e i ∧ e a1 ∧ . . . ∧ e a k−1 = 0. Then we deform the calibration and write the calibration form as
Using the fact that φ is ∇-parallel, we can compute
dt 2 by acting twice on (4.46) with ∇ V where V = ∂/∂t is a normal vector field. After some lengthy computation, we find
Deformation of hermitian calibrations
Let (M, g, J) be a hermitian manifold of complex dimension n. As we have mentioned the calibrated submanifolds with respect to φ = 1 k! Ω k are the complex submanifolds of (M, g, J) of dimension k. The deformation theory of a complex submanifold X of M is well known. The dimension of the moduli space is the number of holomorphic vector fields of the normal bundle of the submanifold X, i.e. it is the dimension of theČech cohomologyȞ 0 (N X ) where N X is the normal bundle of X in M . There is an obstruction of integrating these small deformations. This lies in theČech cohomology groupȞ 1 (N X ). It is clear that there should be a theory of deformations of almost hermitian calibrations. This will be investigated elsewhere.
Complex submanifolds of Hermitian manifolds
It has been known for some time that hermitian manifolds admit compact complex submanifolds which represent the trivial homology class. This is unlike the case of compact Kähler manifolds where complex submanifolds always represent a non-trivial homology class. An example of such a hermitian manifold that admits a holomorphic submanifold which represents the trivial homology class has been given in [32] . This is an example of a hermitian calibration which is not Kähler.
Another example of a hermitian calibration is that of the Hopf fibre S 1 ×S 1 in the group manifold S 3 × S 3 . As we shall demonstrate later in the investigation of examples of SAS calibrations in group manifolds, such a submanifold is holomorphic with respect to a hermitian structure on S 3 × S 3 . Observe that the hermitian calibration S 1 × S 1 represents the trivial homology class.
Deformations of SAS Calibrations
Let (M, g, J) be an almost complex manifold which admits a compatible connection ∇ (∇g = ∇J = 0) which has holonomy contained in SU (n). The following can be shown using the results of Harvey and Lawson:
Theorem 6 Let (M, g, J) be a manifold as above. If X is a SAS calibrated submanifold of M with respect to φ = Re ω, where ω is the parallel-(n,0) form, then Ω| X = Im ω| X = 0, where Ω is the Hermitian form obtained from J. Conversely, if X is a middle dimension submanifold of M such that Ω| X = Im ω| X = 0, then X is calibrated with respect to φ.
Because of this, the small deformations of X generated by sections V of the normal bundle, N X , of X in M which preserve the property that X is calibrated satisfy
To determine the conditions on V imposed by the above two conditions, we proceed as follows. We introduce an orthonormal basis {e a , e a ′ } = {e 1 , . . . , e n , e 1 ′ , . . . , e n ′ } of the tangent bundle of M and a dual frame {e a , e 
It is clear that the non-vanishing components of the almost complex structure J in this frame are J a a ′ and J a ′ a . Restricting the orthonormal basis {e a , e a ′ } at a point p of the calibrated submanifold X, {e a } is a basis in the tangent space T p X and {e a ′ } is a basis in the fibre N p of the normal bundle N X of X in M . Therefore the deformations of X in M are described by vector fields V = V a ′ e a ′ .
Using this and (4.40), the conditions (6.48) can be written as follows:
These are viewed as equations for the normal vector field V . There is another way to write the deformation equations of SAS calibrations. For this observe that the normal bundle N X and the tangent bundle T X of X are isomorphic, N X ≡ T X. The isomorphism is induced by the almost complex structure
Using this, the conditions (6.48) on the normal vector field V can be rewritten as
Next using the fact that both Ω and ω are parallel with respect to the connection ∇ and (4.36), these two conditions can be expressed as
Equivalently, the deformation equations (6.52) and (6.53) can be written in components as follows:
We remark that the deformations of SAS calibrations in the special case when M is a symplectic manifold, and so Ω is closed, have been considered in [31] . It has been shown that the moduli are unobstructed, and the dimension of the moduli space is b 1 (X). Both expressions (6.50) and (6.52, 6.53) of the deformation equations will be used later in the examples to find the moduli space of SAS calibrations in non-symplectic manifolds.
SAS calibrations and an elliptic system
To investigate whether the differential system (6.52) and (6.53) has solutions, consider the following resolution:
where D 1 has been defined as above and D 0 is the adjoint of D † 0 . Clearly we have the adjoint resolution as follows: We shall investigate the elliptic system in more detail in special cases below.
Special Cases
There are several different types of almost hermitian structures, for example given in the GrayHervella classification [15] . We shall not explore all cases here. Instead, we shall focus on some of these. Some explicit examples will be given later. In what follows, we shall assume that some hermitian connections have holonomy contained in SU (n).
Almost Hermitian manifolds with skew torsion
Let (M, g, J) be an almost hermitian manifold. It has been shown in [10] that (M, g, J) admits a unique almost hermitian connection ∇ with torsion a three-form iff the Nijenhuis tensor of J is a three-form as well, ie (M, g, J) is a G 1 manifold in the Gray-Hervella classification. In that case the torsion of the connection is
is the Nijenhuis tensor. Suppose that in addition the holonomy of this connection is contained in SU (n). In such a case the differential system for SAS calibrations can be simplified to
Despite the simplification of the second deformation equation, we have not been able to analyze the system further. However, a special class of such hermitian manifolds are the Nearly Kähler ones. For these, the deformation equations simplify further. . We shall focus our attention to six-dimensional nearly Kähler manifolds. Any six-dimensional nearly Kähler manifold is Einstein and of constant type (see [14] ). This means that the Ricci tensor, Ric g = 5 2 ag and
Nearly Kähler manifolds
where a = Scal g /15 is a positive constant and Scal g denotes the scalar curvature of g. It is clear that the holonomy of the connection ∇ of any six-dimensional Nearly Kähler manifold which is not Kähler is contained in SU (3).
To investigate SAS calibrations in six-dimensional Nearly Kähler manifolds, we shall first prove the following theorem for Lagrangian submanifolds in Nearly Kähler manifolds. for X, Y, Z tangent to L. To see this, we use the fact that J is parallel with respect to the connection ∇ with torsion the Nijenhuis tensor N . Using the fact that N is a (3, 0) + (0, 3)-form and that L is Lagrangian, it is straightforward to verify (7.64).
To show that L is SAS, observe that a ∇-parallel (3,0) form ψ can be defined on L with Reψ = N and Imψ = 3 4 dΩ; Ω is the Kähler form. Since both the Nijenhuis tensor N and the almost complex structure J are ∇-parallel, in view of (7.61), ψ is parallel as well. So N can be identified with the calibration form. Using (7.64), (dΩ)| L = 0 and so L is a SAS calibration. Consequently L is orientable.
The second part of the proof of this theorem that L is minimal is a generalization of a similar theorem for S 6 in [8] . To begin, denote with α and A the second fundamental form and the shape operator of the submanifold L in a manifold M , respectively. From the definition of α and A, we have X, Y tangent to L and ξ normal to L
where X, Y are vector fields tangent to L, ξ is a vector field normal to L, ∇ gL is the induced Levi-Civita connection on L and D is the induced connection on the normal bundle. Recall that
To see that L is minimal we observe that the (3,0)+(0,3)-form dΩ on M satisfies the identity
where dΩ(X, Y ) denotes the (1,2) tensor corresponding to the 3-form dΩ via the metric g.
. Using these properties of the second fundamental form, we calculate
67) for X, Y, Z tangent to L. Multiplying the last equality by J and using (7.66) we get for the normal component
The last equality means trα = 0. Indeed, we may assume that
JdΩ(e 1 , e 2 ) = a 2 .e 3 form an orthonormal basis on L for any even permutation of (123). Evaluating (7.68) on those basis we get trα = 0 by taking the cyclic sum and using the skew-symmetry of N . Hence, L is a minimal submanifold of M .
Q.E.D. The theorem above generalizes the result of Ejiri [8] will be consider below.
Since the torsion is a (3, 0) + (0, 3) form, the differential system for the deformation of SAS calibrations on a nearly Kähler six-dimensional manifold (M, J, g) reduces to the equations
Proposition 5 Let V = JU be a SAS deformation of a SAS calibrated compact submanifold L on 6-dimensional Nearly Kähler manifold M . Then the following formula holds
In particular, if M = S 6 then U cannot be a Killing vector field on L.
Proof: We shall use the following general formula on a compact Riemannian manifold [34] 
The formula (7.71) follows from the identity
by an integration over the compact L. Let V = JU be a SAS deformation. The constant type condition (7.63) implies ||dU || 2 = 9||i U T || 2 = 9a||U || 2 . Substituting the latter equality into (7.71) we get (7.70). For any minimal lagrangian submanifold L of the Nearly Kähler S 6 we have Ric
, where e 1 , e 2 , e 3 is an orthonormal basis on L. Substituting the last equality into (7.70) and taking into account (7.69), we get a contradiction with the assumption that U is Killing.
Q.E.D.
Hermitian manifolds with holonomy SU(n)
In this section, we take (M, J, g) to be a hermitian manifold, dim M = 2n, for which the holonomy of either the Bismut connection ∇ b or the Chern connection ∇ c is contained in SU (n). The definitions of these connections are given in section fifteen. Both these cases will emerge in the investigation of hermitian manifolds with trivial canonical bundle in sections sixteen and seventeen.
First consider the case for which the Bismut connection has holonomy contained in SU (n). In such a case the differential system for the deformation of SAS calibrations becomes
where H is the torsion of the Bismut connection and θ is the Lee form (see section fifteen). To derive the first equation, we have used the fact that the torsion three-form H of the Bismut connection is (2,1) and (1,2) with respect to J; this follows from the integrability of the complex structure and the fact that J is parallel with respect to the Bismut connection.
There are two cases to consider. If the hermitian manifold (M, g, J) is balanced, then θ = 0, and the deformation equations are
In particular, U is co-closed. Next assume that (M, g, J) is conformally balanced, ie θ = 2df for some function f on M . This class of hermitian structures appears in some applications in physics. Rescaling U = e 2fÛ , we find that the differential system becomes
SoÛ is again co-closed. Next take (M, J, g) to be a hermitian manifold for which the associated Chern connection ∇ c has holonomy contained in SU (n). In this case the parallel (n,0)-form ψ is holomorphic and therefore closed, dψ = 0. The deformation differential system (6.54, 6.55) for SAS calibrations becomes
where C is the torsion of the Chern connection. Again, the one-form U is co-closed.
Examples

Group manifold examples
SAS calibrations in hermitian group manifolds
Consider the group manifold S 3 × S 3 with metric
and a complex structure J with associated Kähler form
where σ i andσ i are left invariant one-forms satisfying
The associated parallel (3,0)-form is
The X = S 3 submanifold of S 3 × S 3 which is defined by the diagonal embedding
This SAS calibration has moduli. To see this observe that both Ω and ω are invariant under the left action of S 3 ×S 3 . In addition S 3 ×S 3 acts on the diagonal
Thus if the diagonal S
3 is a SAS calibration, then all the right cosets of S 3 in S 3 × S 3 are SAS calibrations as well. The moduli space of these deformations is
2 ) generate the same deformation. For an alternative way to see this, let ∇ be the connection on the group S 3 × S 3 associated with the left action. Observe that the metric and the Kähler form are parallel with respect to the connection ∇. The connection∇ which has torsionT = −T is associated with the right action on the group manifold S 3 × S 3 . In particular all right-invariant vector fields are parallel with respect to∇. Thus they satisfy the equation (6.50). This is equivalent to the analysis above in which the left group action was used. This is because the right-invariant vector fields generate the left-action on group manifolds. Of course the right-invariant vector fields which are tangent to the diagonal S 3 generate diffeomorphisms of the diagonal S 3 and so they are not tangent to the moduli space. However, there are three linearly independent right invariant vector fields which are normal to the diagonal S 3 , which are given by
for i = 1, 2, 3 where {ρ i ,ρ i ; i = 1, 2, 3} are right invariant vector fields on S 3 × S 3 . Hence the dimension of the moduli space is at least three.
To find whether the moduli space has dimension more than three, one should find the number of solutions to the differential equations (6.52 and (6.53) or equivalently (6.50). Adapting them to this example, we have
where U ≡ U i σ i | X . After some computation, it can be shown that the only solutions to (8.82) are given by linear combinations of i V (R) (i) Ω| X as expected. Hence the moduli space is threedimensional.
We remark that there is a hermitian calibration which is a torus
This torus is the fiber of the product of fibers of the product Hopf fibration
. This is an example of a family of hermitian calibrations with base space S 2 × S 2 . A SAS calibration on the complex Iwasawa manifold is given at the end of the paper, in the last section.
SAS calibrations in almost hermitian group manifolds
For another group manifold example consider again the group manifold S 3 × S 3 with metric (8.77) but now equipped with the almost complex structure J with associated Kähler form
The associated (3,0)-form is
It is clear that the three-sphere given by S 3 × {e} is a SAS cycle, where e is the identity element. It is also clear that any three-sphere in S 3 × S 3 given by the embedding S 3 × {k}, k ∈ S 3 , is again a SAS cycle for the above generalized calibration. Thus there is a moduli space which has dimension at least three. This can also be derived using the connection∇ as in the other example above. In fact the dimension of the moduli space is three. To see this observe that the deformation equations for SAS calibrations imply that
where ∇ is the flat connection on S 3 with associated frame the left-invariant 1-forms {σ a ; a = 1, 2, 3}. These equations in particular imply that
we conclude that U is parallel with respect to ∇ and so left-invariant. Since there are three linearly independent left-invariant vector fields on S 3 , the dimension of the moduli space is three. In fact the moduli space is S 3 . We can also consider a similar group manifold example as above but this time with
as a (3,0) form. In this case a SAS cycle is {e} × S 3 . The moduli space is again S 3 . We remark that in both the above group manifold examples, there is an almost hermitian calibration which is a torus T 2 along the directions (σ 3 ,σ 3 ). In fact the induced almost complex structure on T 2 is integrable and so T 2 is complex. The above two group manifold examples can be easily generalized as follows. Let G be a semisimple Lie group (dimG = k). On the group manifold G × G, we can define the metric
and the almost complex structure J with associated Kähler form
where {σ a ; a = 1, . . . , k} and {σ a ; a = 1, . . . , k} are the left invariant one-forms of G × G; the first set is that of the first group in the product G × G while the second set is that of the second group. We can also define a (n,0)-form as
The submanifold G × {e} is a SAS calibration with respect to Re ω. In fact all spaces G × {h}, h ∈ G, are SAS calibrations. Therefore the dimension of the moduli space is at least k. In fact it can be shown that the dimension of the moduli space is exactly k by repeating the analysis for S 3 × S 3 examples above. In particular, it is straightforward to show that the solutions of the deformation equations U = −i V Ω| X are left-invariant one-forms. Similarly {h} × G are also SAS calibrations with respect to Re ω where
in this case. The dimension of the moduli space is again k.
SAS submanifolds in S 3 × S 3 with the left-invariant Einstein metric
There is another Nearly Kähler structure on S 3 × S 3 which can be constructed as follows. First write Spin(4) = S 3 × S 3 and decompose the Lie algebra of Spin (4) as spin(4) = so(4) = h + m with h = span{E 12 , E 13 , E 23 } and m = span{E 14 , E 24 , E 34 }, where the matrices E ij , (i < j) are the standard generators of so (4) . Denoting the associated left-invariant forms as the elements of the basis, we have Denote the associated almost complex structure with J. Then (S 3 × S 3 , B 1/3 , J) is a Nearly Kähler non-Kähler manifold [16] .
Consider a copy of S 3 ⊂ S 3 ×S 3 determined by the integrable distribution h = span{e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }. This is a lagrangian submanifold of the Nearly Kähler manifold (S 3 × S 3 , B 1/3 , J) and therefore it is a SAS calibration.
The moduli space is at least 3-dimensional. Indeed, simple calculations show that
, where e j is the dual 1-form to e j . Hence, e 1 , e 2 , e 3 are solutions of the differential system (7.69).
SAS calibrations on Flag manifold
Let Identifying any element X ∈ T F 1,2 ∼ = m with the corresponding triple of complex numbers (a, b, c), we consider the U(3)-invariant Riemannian metric on F 1,2 , g(X, X) = |a| 2 + |b| 2 + |c| 2 . An invariant almost complex structure on F 1,2 is defined by J : (a, b, c) → (ia, −ib, ic) and it is compatible with the invariant metric g. Then (F 1,2 , g, J) is a Nearly Kähler non Kähler 6-dimensional manifold. We consider an orthonormal basis of T F 1,2 given by
(8.97) Then the 3-sphere S 3 determined by the integrable lagrangian distribution e 1 , e 3 , e 5 is a SAS calibration on the Nearly Kähler 6-dimensional (F 1,2 , g, J).
SAS calibrations and the 6-sphere
Let ImO be the 7-dimensional vector space of imaginary octonions. Consider the unit sphere S 6 ⊂ ImO. The right multiplication by u ∈ S 6 induces a linear transformation J u : O → O which is orthogonal and satisfies J 2 = −1. The operator J u preserves the 2-plane spanned by 1 and u and therefore preserves its orthogonal 6-plane which may be identified with T u S 6 . Thus J u induces an almost complex structure on T u S 6 which is compatible with the inner product induced by the inner product of O. Therefore S 6 has an almost complex structure which is compatible with the standard metric g on S 6 and so (S 6 , g, J) is an almost hermitian manifold. In fact (S 6 , g, J) is Nearly Kähler. The group of automorphisms is the exceptional group G 2 . Let L ⊂ S 6 be a three-dimensional Lagrangian submanifold of S 6 with respect to a Kähler 2-form. Then by the results of section 7.2, L is a SAS calibration and is minimal. In addition it satisfies g(∇ g X J)Y, Z) = 0 for X, Y, Z tangent vectors to L by the result of N.Ejiri [8] . For example consider the invariant G 2 form in (4.29) or equivalently in (9.99) below and view {e i ; i = 1, . . . , 7}
an orthonormal basis in R 7 . Then the Kähler form at the point x = x i e i of S 6 ,
restricted in the directions orthogonal to x. The three-sphere defined by the equations x 1 = x 2 = x 3 = 0 is a Lagrangian submanifold and so a SAS calibration.
Deformations of generalized co-associative calibrations
Let (M, g, ψ) be a seven-dimensional manifold which admits a metric connection ∇ whose holonomy is contained in G 2 . As we have mentioned there is a local orthonormal frame {e a , e i } for a, b = 4, 5, 6, 7 and i, j = 1, 2, 3 such that the parallel three-form ψ takes the canonical form where e 12 = e 1 ∧ e 2 and similarly for the rest. Observe that ψ can also be written as
where {Ω i , i = 1, 2, 3} is a basis of anti-self-dual two-forms in the directions spanned by the {e a ; a = 4, 5, 6, 7} frame basis. The generalized co-associative calibrating four-form is simply the Hodge dual of ψ, * ψ.
Proposition 6 A necessary and sufficient condition for a four-dimensional submanifold X of M to be a generalized co-associative calibration with respect to * ψ is that ψ| X = 0.
Proof: The proof of this proposition is similar to that given for standard co-associative calibrations in [19] and so it will not be repeated here.
Q.E.D. If X is a co-associative calibrated submanifold, we can adapt a frame at every point of X such that the directions {e a ; a = 4, 5, 6, 7} are tangent to X and {e i ; i = 1, 2, 3} are normal. Expressing the condition L V ψ = 0 for the deformation of a co-associative calibration X along the normal vector field V in terms of the∇ connection of (4.40), we have
where {Ω i ; i = 1, 2, 3} is the basis of anti-self-dual Kähler forms used to construct the form ψ in (9.99). Using the anti-self duality of {Ω i ; i = 1, 2, 3}, the equation (9.101) also implies
where J i are the (almost) complex structures associated with Ω i . There is an alternative way to express the deformation equations. For this observe that the normal bundle N X of X in M is isomorphic to the bundle Λ 2− (X) of anti-self-dual twoforms of X, N X = Λ 2− (X). The proof of this is similar to that given by [29] . It is based on the observation that the normal bundle N X and Λ 2− (X) are both associated to the principal SO(4) frame bundle of X with the same representation, i.e. the three-dimensional anti-self-dual representation of SO (4) . Note that the seven-dimensional ρ 7 representation of G 2 which leaves three form ψ invariant decomposes as ρ 7 = v 3 ⊕ v 4 under the action of SO(4) ⊂ G 2 , where v 3 is the three-dimensional anti-self-dual representation of SO(4) acting on the directions 123 and v 4 is the standard four-dimensional vector representation of SO(4) acting on the directions 4567. Let V = V i e i be a normal vector field of X, then the isomorphism is given by α V = i V ψ| X . Observe that α V is an anti-self-dual two-form on X.
Next the condition L V ψ = 0 can be written as
If dψ = 0, then the dimension of the moduli space is equal to b 2 − (X), i.e. the dimension of the space of anti-self-dual harmonic two-forms of X. Now we shall turn to the case where dψ = 0. Using the fact that ψ is parallel with respect to ∇, we find that
Using the relation
the deformation equations may be written solely in terms of α V as
Furthermore, as α V is anti-self-dual, this defines an elliptic system of partial differential equations. Hence we conclude that 
Deformations of generalized associative calibrations
Let (M, g, ψ) be a seven-dimensional manifold which admits a metric connection ∇ whose holonomy is contained in G 2 . Such manifolds also admit generalized associative calibrations, in addition to the generalized co-associative calibrations investigated in the previous section. The former is a degree three calibration associated with the three form ψ of (9.99). We again introduce the orthonormal frame {e A } = {e i , e a ; i = 1, 2, 3, a = 4, 5, 6, 7}, where now {e i } span the tangent directions of the generalized associative cycle and {e a } span the normal directions. As in the case of standard calibrations, the condition for a three-dimensional submanifold X to be calibrated with respect to ψ is that a certain vector-valued three-form χ ∈ Ω 3 (M, T M )
should vanish on X. The form χ is related to the cross product on R 7 = ImO and it is invariant under G 2 , so χ is ∇-parallel. In particular in the basis that we have written the three-form ψ, χ is given by To compute the dimension of the moduli space of generalized associative calibrations, we require that L V χ| X = 0. Using the fact that this vector-valued three-form is parallel with respect to the connection ∇, (4.40) and after observing that (χ A L V e A )| X = 0, we find that
where∇ is the connection with torsionT = −T . The normal bundle N X of a generalized associative submanifold is isomorphic to the spin bundle S of X. This can be shown by observing that both N X and S are associated to the Spin principal bundle,P , of X, which is the double cover of the frame bundle of X, with the same representation. The proof of this is similar to that for standard calibrations and it has been described in [19, 29] . Here we shall summarize the proof. First observe that every oriented three manifold admits a spin structure and soP exists for all associative calibrations X. Then observe that the seven-dimensional representation ρ 7 of G 2 which leaves the three-form ψ invariant decomposes as ρ 7 = v 3 ⊕ s 4 , where v 3 is the three-dimensional representation of SU (2) induced by the standard three-dimensional vector representation of SO(3) acting on the directions 123 and s 4 is the four-dimensional real spinor representation of SU (2) acting on the directions 4567. Since 4567 are the normal directions of X, the normal bundle N X and the spin bundle S are associated toP with the same representation s 4 , so N X = S. Therefore the deformation equation (10.109) is the Dirac equation in threedimensions with respect to the connection∇; the gamma-matrices are given by the {Ω i ; i = 1, 2, 3}. This is in fact an elliptic differential equation and so if a moduli exist, the moduli space is finite dimensional. The index of the Dirac operator that appears in the deformations of generalized associative calibrations vanishes. Because of this it is expected that generic generalized associative calibrations will not have moduli. This is similar to the case of standard associative calibrations. Although generic generalized associative calibrations do not have moduli, we shall find many examples of families of generalized associative calibrations in special cases.
Special Cases
There are several special cases of G 2 structures according to Fernandez-Gray classification [9] depending on various additional conditions that the three-form ψ and its dual * ψ satisfy.
Calibrated and cocalibrated G 2 manifolds
The manifold (M, g, ψ) is calibrated if dψ = 0 and (M, g, ψ) is cocalibrated if d * ψ = 0. It is known that if (M, g, ψ) is both calibrated and cocalibrated, then the holonomy of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ g is contained in G 2 . For calibrated G 2 manifolds, the generalized associative submanifolds are minimal because ψ is closed. In addition, the deformation equations of such submanifolds are given by the Dirac equation in (10.109) with respect to a connection of the normal bundle which is induced from a connection on M which has non-vanishing torsion.
For calibrated G 2 manifolds, the generalized co-associative submanifolds generically are not minimal because * ψ is not closed. The deformations of such submanifolds are given in (9.101) or in (9.103). Because dψ = 0, the latter equation can be simplified to
Since α V is anti-self-dual, the dimension of the moduli space of generalized co-associative calibrations in calibrated G 2 manifolds is b − 2 . For cocalibrated G 2 manifolds, the generalized associative submanifolds are not generically minimal because ψ is not closed. The deformation equations of such submanifolds are given by the Dirac equation (10.109) with respect to a connection of the normal bundle which is induced from a connection on M , which has non-vanishing torsion.
For cocalibrated G 2 manifolds, the generalized co-associative submanifolds are minimal because d * ψ = 0. The deformations of such submanifolds are given in (9.101) or in (9.103) .
Another type of G 2 manifold for which the associated generalized calibrations can be analyzed as for co-calibrated G 2 manifolds is that of cocalibrated G 2 manifolds of pure type. For such manifolds d * ψ = 0 and dψ ∧ ψ = 0. Again the co-associative calibrations are minimal.
Integrable G 2 manifolds
The manifold (M, g, ψ) is an integrable G 2 manifold iff
where 3θ = − * ( * dψ ∧ ψ) is the Lee form. It has been shown in [10] that such G 2 manifolds admit a unique connection with torsion a three-form. For generic integrable G 2 manifolds, both ψ and * ψ are not closed, so the generalized associative and co-associative calibrations are not minimal. The deformation equations for generalized associative calibrations are given by the Dirac equation (10.109) but in this case the connection on the normal bundle is induced from a connection with torsion a three-form on M . The deformation equations for generalized co-associative calibrations (9.103) can be simplified somewhat using the expression for the torsion in [10] . In particular, denoting the torsion 3-form by T = H, we have [10] that
Hence, noting that i V * ψ| X = 0, it follows that
and so we require that
However, despite this simplification, it has not been possible to compute the dimension of the moduli space. The subclass of integrable G 2 manifolds which have applications in physics (string theory) are those for which the 1-form θ is exact and so θ = −2dΦ for some function Φ on M which is identified with the dilaton. The analysis of generalized associative and co-associative calibrations in this case is as for the integrable G 2 manifolds above. There is some additional simplification though in the deformation equations for generalized co-associative calibrations. In particular, defining ρ V = e 2Φ α V and substituting in (11.114), we obtain
Nearly parallel or weak holonomy G 2 manifolds
The manifold (M, g, ψ) admits a nearly parallel or weak holonomy G 2 structure iff dψ = λ * ψ, for λ constant. If λ = 0, then (M, g, ψ) is calibrated. If λ = 0, then (M, g, ψ) is co-calibrated. Since we have already investigated the case of calibrated G 2 manifolds, we shall focus on the case that λ = 0. In [10] , it has been shown that nearly parallel manifolds admit a connection ∇ with torsion a three-form. In particular T = − 1 6 λψ. There are many examples of nearly parallel G 2 manifolds which include S 7 , SO(5)/SO(3) and the Aloff-Wallach spaces N (n, m) = SU (3)/U (1) n,m ; the embedding of U (1) in SU (3) will be described later.
For nearly parallel G 2 manifolds, the generalized associative submanifolds are not generically minimal because ψ in not closed. The deformation equations of such submanifolds are given by the Dirac equation (10.109) . Using the connection with the torsion the three-form which is proportional to ψ, the deformation equation can be simplified to
Therefore the deformations of the associative submanifolds are eigenspinors of the Dirac operator. For nearly parallel G 2 manifolds, the generalized co-associative submanifolds are minimal because d * ψ = 0. The deformations of such submanifolds are given in (9.101) or in (9.103). The latter equation can be simplified. In particular using the definition of the nearly parallel G 2 manifold, we find that dα V = 0 (11.117) and therefore since α V is anti-self-dual, it is harmonic. The dimension of the moduli space of a generalized co-associative calibration X in a nearly parallel
Examples
A group manifold example
Consider the group manifold M = S 3 ×S 3 × S 1 with left-invariant metric
and equipped with the left-invariant three-form
where {σ i ; 1, 2, 3} and {σ i ; 1, 2, 3} are the left-invariant one-forms on the three-spheres S 3 and S 3 in M , respectively andσ 0 is the invariant one-form on S 1 . Clearly this three-form ψ defines a G 2 structure on M which is parallel with respect to the ∇-connection on the group manifold associated with the left action.
It can be easily seen that the submanifold S 3 is a generalized associative calibration, while S 1 ×S 3 is a generalized co-associative calibration. Observe that the submanifolds S 3 ×{p}, p ∈S 3 ×S 1 are all generalized associative calibrations and so the moduli space has dimension at least four. In fact the moduli space has dimension exactly four. To see this observe that the equation for the deformations in this case is
and ∇ is a flat connection. Therefore
and hence V is constant. So the moduli space has dimension four. In fact the moduli space in this case isS 3 × S 1 and therefore M is a family of generalized associative calibrations. Similarly, observe that the submanifoldsS 3 ×S 1 ×{p}, p ∈ S 3 , are all generalized co-associative calibrations and so the moduli space in this case has dimension at least three. In fact the moduli space has dimension exactly three. The deformation equation is
Therefore α V is co-closed with respect to the flat connection ∇. Since α V is anti-self-dual, it is also closed, ∇ ∧ α V = 0, with respect to ∇. Since α V is both closed and co-closed is harmonic with respect to the Laplacian ∇ 2 . A partial integration argument similar to the one above implies that α V is necessarily ∇-parallel. This implies that the dimension of the moduli space is three. In fact in this case, the moduli space is S 3 .
Generalized associative calibrations in homogeneous spaces
Generalized calibrations in S 7 = Sp(2)/Sp(1)
Then observe that the action of Sp(2) preserves the equation for S 7 written in terms of quaternions with stability subgroup Sp(1) up to a conjugation. This implies that Sp(2)/Sp(1) = S 7 . In addition observe that Sp(1) ⊂ Sp(1) × Sp(1) ⊂ Sp (2) . This leads to the principal fibration Sp(1) → S 7 → HP 1 . This is the principal fibration associated with the anti-self dual SU (2) = Sp(1) instanton connection in S 4 = HP 1 . Let {α i ; i = 1, 2, 3} be the associated connection with curvature
The Bianchi identity implies that
In addition there is a local frame {ℓ a ; a = 4, . . . , 7} such that
where {Ω i ; i = 1, 2, 3} is the basis of constant anti-self-dual two-forms in R 4 given in (9.99) and (9.100).
Next consider the metric and the three-form on S
where y, z ∈ R − {0}. It can be easily seen by setting {e i = yα i ; i = 1, 2, 3} and {e i = zℓ i ; i = 4, . . . , 7} that the metric ds 2 and ψ above take the canonical form of a G 2 structure as in (9.99) and (9.100).
The fibres of the fibration Sp(1) → S 7 → HP 1 are all associative generalized calibrations; this can easily be seen by observing that
This is the case for any y, z ∈ R − {0}. Therefore this fibration is a family of generalized associative calibrations. It can be easily seen that the G 2 structure on S 7 in (12.127) is nearly parallel, dψ = λ * ψ, iff
This system has a solution for y = −3/λ and z = ±3/λ. This gives a nearly parallel G 2 manifold which is the squashed S 7 . Clearly the squashed S 7 is a family of generalized associative calibrations. 
Remark 3 The Hopf fibration
S 1 → S 3 → S 2 is
Generalized calibrations in M = SO(5)/SO(3)
We shall demonstrate that M = SO(5)/SO(3) is a family of generalized associative calibrations. We remark that M is not homeomorphic to S 7 ; M and S 7 have the same deRham cohomology but M exhibits torsion in the third cohomology. Observe that so(5) = so(4) ⊕ R 4 and so(4) acts with the fundamental representation on R 4 . Since so(4) = so(3) ⊕ so(3), the structure constants decompose under the decomposition ΛR
. Under this decomposition of so(5) a frame can be introduced at M which satisfies the following structure equations:
where {e a ; a = 1, . . . , 4} are associated with a basis in R 4 , {σ i ; i = 1, 2, 3} are associated with a basis in the Lie algebra of the stability subgroup of the coset and {ρ i ; i = 1, 2, 3} are the rest of the generators. The structure constant matrices {J i ; i = 1, 2, 3} are anti-self-dual and the structure constants {I i ; i = 1, 2, 3} are self-dual; (
The metric and three-form on M are the following:
Observe that both are invariant under the stability group SO(3) of the coset and so they are globally defined on M . It can be easily seen that the data given in (12.134) define a nearly parallel G 2 structure on M . Next consider the obvious subgroups of SO (5) where n, m ∈ Z. To construct the G 2 structures on this space write su(3) = u(1)⊕ R 7 . Under the action of U (1), R 7 decomposes as R 7 = R 2 ⊕R 2 ⊕R 2 ⊕R. This can be seen by using the action of u(1) on the Cartan subalgebra and the step operators of su(3). In particular, each R 2 is spanned by the step operators E ±α , where α is a positive root, while R is spanned by the direction in the Cartan subalgebra of su(3) which is orthogonal to the generator of the embedded u(1). A local frame can be introduced on N (n, m) according to this decomposition as {σ
, where tanδ = − n m . This decomposition is similar to that in [7] . A metric on N (n, m) can be written as
where x, y, x, f ∈ R − {0}. To define a G 2 three-form, it is most convenient to induce it from a Kähler form ω and a (3,0)-form φ on R 6 because of the above decomposition of R 7 . Indeed consider the two-form
and the (3,0)-form
Then the G 2 three-form on N (n, m) can be defined as
Setting e 1 = xσ 1 , e 5 = xσ 2 , e 2 = yρ 1 , e 6 = yρ 2 , e 3 = zζ 1 , e 7 = zζ 2 , e 4 = f η, one can bring the metric ds 2 and ψ above into the canonical form of a G 2 structure given in (9.99) and (9.100).
For all x, y, z, f ∈ R − {0}, the above data define a G 2 structure on N (n, m). However not all these G 2 structures are nearly parallel. It can be shown that if
then the G 2 structure is nearly parallel. It is known that these equations have solutions and so there are nearly parallel G 2 structures on N (n, m); for a recent discussion see [6, 7] . (12.135 ). This sequence of subgroups of SU (3) define the fibration
(12.141)
In fact it turns out that the typical fibre is S(U (2)×U (1))/U (1) n,m = S 3 /Z p , where p = |n+m| > 0; for p = 0 the typical fibre is S 2 × S 1 .
Next decompose s(u(2) ⊕ u(1)) under the action of u(1) as s(u(2) ⊕ u(1)) = u(1) ⊕ R 3 .
Moreover R 3 decomposes under the irreducible two dimensional real representation of u(1) as
3 is a submodule of R 7 under the action of u(1). Therefore it can be arranged such that the tangent space of the fibres of the fibration S
and so every fibre is a generalized associative calibration. Therefore the Aloff-Wallach spaces are families of generalized associative calibrations for any G 2 structure defined in (12.136) and (12.139).
Deformations of generalized Cayley Calibrations
Let (M, g) be an eight-dimensional Riemannian manifold which admits a metric connection ∇ with holonomy contained in Spin(7 is ∇-parallel. The condition that a four-dimensional submanifold X ⊂ M is calibrated with respect to Φ is that τ | X = 0 where τ ∈ Ω 4 (M, F ) is a four-form which takes values on the vector bundle
where d 7 is the seven-dimensional representation of Spin (7), i.e. the one induced from the standard seven-dimensional vector representation of SO (7). This four-form τ is associated with the four-fold cross product of R 8 = O with values in ImO and it is Spin (7) invariant, so τ is ∇-parallel Explicitly, in an appropriate basis, τ is The Cayley calibration is a degree four calibration in an eight-manifold M . Let X be a generalized Cayley submanifold whose tangent directions are spanned by {e a ; a = 1, . . . , 4} and normal directions by {e i ; i = 5, . . . , 8}. Then, by the same reasoning used for the generalized associative deformations, the condition L V τ | X = 0 implies that 16 Chern Connections with holonomy contained in SU (n)
Examples
A group manifold example
Hermitian manifolds which admit a Chern connection with holonomy contained in SU (n) necessarily admit a holomorphic (n,0)-form. Since the existence of holomorphic (n,0)-forms depends only on the choice of complex structure, this can be used to show whether a complex manifold admits a hermitian structure for which the associated Chern connection has holonomy contained in SU (n). To find whether a certain complex manifold admits (n,0)-holomorphic forms one can use the Kodaira-type vanishing theorems [27, 13] together with the results in [22] . For complex manifolds satisfying the ∂∂-lemma, we have the following: ii) The Hodge number h n,0 ≤ 1. If M is simply connected then h n,0 = 1. A Moishezon manifold is a compact complex manifold which is bimeromorphic to a projective variety. Any Moishezon manifold satisfies the ∂∂-lemma by a result of Deligne. Alessandrini and Bassanelli proved in [2] , Corollary 4.6 that every Moishezon manifold is balanced. Therefore from the above Corollary 7 we have the following:
Corollary 8 Every Moishezon manifold of complex dimension n, n ≥ 3, with vanishing first Chern class admits a hermitian structure for which both the Chern and Bismut connections have restricted holonomy contained in SU (n).
In particular Corollary 8 implies that the Moishezon manifolds with vanishing first Chern admit a holomorphic (n,0)-form. Using the result shown in [22] , one concludes that the torsion of the Bismut connection of Moishezon manifolds which are not Kähler and Hol(∇ b ) ⊆ SU (n) is not closed. Therefore such manifolds may have applications in heterotic strings.
Proof of Theorem 1
Let M denote a connected sum of k ≥ 2-copies of S 3 × S 3 . M is cohomologically Kähler, b 1 (M ) = h 1,0 = h 0,1 = 0 and h 3,0 = h 0,3 = 1 [28] . According to Theorem 4.10 in [22] , if there exists a hermitian structure such that the restricted holonomy Hol(∇ b ) ⊂ SU (3), then the structure is conformally balanced i.e. its Gauduchon metric is balanced. Conversely, the existence of a balanced Hermitian structure on M leads to the existence of hermitian structure in the same conformal class with Hol(∇ b ) ⊂ SU (3) by Theorem 9. The existence of a balanced hermitian structure on a 2n-dimensional compact complex manifold (M, J) has an intrinsic characterization, namely it can be expressed in terms of positive currents by a theorem of Michelsohn [30] which states that a smooth compact complex 2n-dimensional manifold admits a balanced structure if and only if it is homologically balanced.
We recall that the space of real currents of degree (n-k,n-k) is the dual space of Λ k,k (M ) R , i.e. real (n-k,n-k)-forms with distribution coefficients. A compact complex manifold is balanced if and only if there is no positive current T of degree (1,1) which is the component of a boundary (i.e. if T =∂S + ∂S and T > 0 then T = 0 [30] ). This result has an expression in terms of Aeppli group V 1,1 (M ) R . The real (1,1)-Aeppli group is defined as
The Michelsohn theorem can be rewritten [2] : M is balanced if and only if every non-zero positive ∂∂-closed current of degree (1,1) represents a non-zero class in V 1,1 (M ) R . Now, it is clear that any compact cohomologically Kähler complex manifold is balanced. Then, the above mentioned result of Deligne completes the proof of Theorem 1 .
Q.E.D. 
Examples
Here we shall give examples of Bismut connections with holonomy SU (n) which can be thought of as generalizations of Calabi-Yau manifolds. Example 1 Consider the U (n) invariant metric ds 2 = (A(r 2 )δ αβ + B(r 2 )z α zβ)dz α dzβ (19.163) wherez α = δ αβzβ and zᾱ = δᾱ β z β and r 2 = δ αβ z α zβ. In this case it can be easily seen that the connection of the canonical bundle is ω α = iz α f (r 2 ), where
where prime denotes differentiation with respect to r 2 . The condition that dω = 0, necessary for the holonomy to be contained in SU (n), implies that f = 0 . with multiplication. The complex Iwasawa manifold is the compact quotient space M = G/Γ formed from the right cosets of the discrete group Γ given by the matrices whose entries z 1 , z 2 , z 3 are Gaussian integers. The 1-forms dz 1 , dz 2 , dz 3 − z 1 dz 2 are left invariant by G and by Γ. These 1-forms pass to the quotient M . We denote by α 1 , α 2 , α 3 the corresponding 1-forms on M , respectively. Consider the Hermitian manifold (M, g, J), where J is the natural complex structure on M arising from the complex coordinates z 1 , z 2 , z 3 on G and the metric g is determined by g = and its complex conjugate. Thus, the space (M, g, J) is a compact balanced Hermitian (non Kähler) manifold with a flat Chern connection and automatically the holonomy group of its Bismut connection is contained in SU(3) by formula (15.151). The (0,3)-form ψ = α 1 ∧ α 2 ∧ α 3 is parallel with respect to both Chern and Bismut connections. Let e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , Je 1 , Je 2 , Je 3 be a real basis determined by α # j = e j − √ −1Je j . Then the real Iwasawa manifold X determined by e 1 , e 2 , e 3 is a SAS calibration with respect to Reψ. It admits moduli since V = −Je 3 is a SAS deformation. Indeed, U = JV = e 3 is a Killing vector field on M and therefore it is also holomorphic by results in [11] since the Chern connection is flat. Thus, e 3 is a SAS deformation of X in M .
